NORTH SHORE WOODTURNING GUILD

April 2019
Term 1
Theme for the term is EMBELLISHMENT

WEEK 1—05 FEBRUARY 2019
DEMONSTRATOR

Trefor Roberts

WRITE UP BY Gavin Francis
.

“WHAT IS EMBELLISHMENT”
Trefor defined embellishment and went on to explain how it could be applied. Pyrography, Carving and Colouring were discussed and the merits of
various tools were debated.
He emphasized that it was critical that form and
finish were 100 percent before starting to apply
embellishment.
Adrian Introduced several methods of preparation
and transfer of printed images onto wood and suggested how they could be used.
A lively discussion on the processes demonstrated
made for an interesting meeting.

Trefor also thanked Kaipatiki Local Board for their
financial support in assisting us to purchase our new
Demonstration Lathe and associated Tools

WEEK 2—12 FEBRUARY 2019
DEMONSTRATOR

Cam Cosford

WRITE UP BY Andrew Corston

I arrived for the demo which was preceeded by an NAW Special Meeting.I had never seen the guild
hall quite so full on a Tuesday night. Then I found out the door prize was a Dremel kit donated by
Dremel and all was understood. Anyway we all agreed the NAW can skyrocket the subscription
whenever they like (it was very low any way) and Cam got started on his demo. Cam opened with a
joke. “ Older people are much better at working with a dremel than younger people because they
have that natural developing shaking effect. By the way Cam is demonstrating the Dremel range of
tools of which we have all been familiar with for many a year. Cam handed around a dremel set.
Heckling immediately started . it was stated that this is the North Shore and that Cam should know
how many pieces were in the set when he started the hand around. A question was asked. Which
dremel to buy? Well the 4000 is good for carving. It is more powerful than the 3000. Apparently the
4300 comes with a decent amount of accessories. Cam had a bowl on the table top and he stated
that he was going to shiver and shake a pattern onto it like the old farts. He drew an outline of a leaf.
Hollowed it a bit – then refined the hollowing and added veins. He suggested buying a chuck for your
dremel as it makes changing the ball bits that much faster. He stated that it wan’t such a good idea
to listen to rap music as you are texturing because the the dremel is likely to jump to the beat and
you will stuff your work up. Cam then demonstrated some shiver and shake on the rim. The rim was
then masked off, Fishy’s lacquer applied and gilders paste was rubbed on using a bronze brush. Silver
highlight was then rubbed over the highpoints of the texture with the fingers.If necessary thinner
can be used to soften the gilders paste. Buy it when you buy your paste. Anyway a very fine demo
whereby Cam demonstrated the Dremel Rap. And Geoff Addison walked away with the Dremel Kit.

A very special thank you to NSWG for hosting the
NAW Special General Meeting and particularly to
Dremel for their generous Support by providing
Dremel Tools as a spot prize on the night

WEEK 3—19 FEBRUARY 2019
DEMNSTRATOR

DEMONSTRATOR

WRITE UP BY
David Browne

WRITE UP: Gavin Francis

TOPIC: ANOTHER METHOD OF BOWL EMBELLISHMENT

David demonstrated the use of a hot melt gun to carefully
“paint” a design (in this case a tree) onto the outside of a bowl.

On this raised glue surface he painted a variety of colours of
Acrylic paint. (Making sure to remove any floating glue
whiskers first)
David’s tip- don’t overheat the paint/glue if you use a hot air
gun (or Wife’s hairdryer) to speed up the paint drying.
An interesting alternative method of surface embellishment.
Thanks David.

.

WEEK 3—22-24 FEBRUARY 2019
DEMNSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATORS:

UP BYEngler
Graeme Priddle &WRITE
Melissa

WRITE UP: Trefor Roberts

First words that spring to mind are “WOW”!!!
Had a brilliant start to the weekend with a Demonstration by Graeme and Melissa to North Shore Woodturners and other NAW members. Graeme & Melissa highlighted their impressive knowledge. The NAW
Prize Draw of a NAW Polo was won by Ian Outshoorn.
Saturday and Sunday workshops followed which were fully booked well before the event. We covered a
wide range of techniques from turning a classical Graeme Priddle shaped bowl to Burnmaster/ Dremel
work and of course the fantastic colour techniques by Melissa.
There were many exciting things about the weekend but the highlight of the weekend for me is simple
…...Julies fantastic Morning Teas!!!

.

WEBSITE: NAW.ORG.NZ

WEEK 4—26 FEBRUARY 2019
DEMONSTRATOR
WRITE UP BY
DEMONSTRATOR
Holm Miehlbradt

TOPIC

WRITE UP BY Gavin Francis

EMBELLISHMENT BY ROSE ENGINE

Holm described the working of his Rose Engine that he built over the summer.
He also briefly touched on its history (google it, it’s quite fascinating)
The wood being embellished is held in a chuck that is rocked back and forward and slowly rotated, the rocking controlled by a master shaped “wheel”
The rotating cutting head operates in a horizontal of vertical axis, and can be manipulated both
along and across the longitudinal axis.
Holm said that a wide variety of designs can be cut using one drive “wheel” and that the start position of the cutter and the subsequent adjustment to the along and across axis.
This was a great demonstration that represented many hours of intricate work. It is quite a complicated machine even though Holm claims it is quite basic. I hope my description does it justice.
Holm says he still has modifications to make, and his biggest problem is remembering how he
achieved a design if he wants to replicate it in the future.
Thanks Holm
.

WEEK 5—05 MARCH 2019
DEMONSTRATOR

DEMONSTRATOR Pierre Bonny

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP: Gavin Francis

.

COLOURED WAX EMBELLISHMENT
Pierre demonstrated how to make a coloured wax using pastels and wax and referenced our website Events-July 2008-page 6 of 10, for Peter Williams’s demonstration of the process.
He then used a Sorby texturing tool, and a wire brush to create texture on the surface of 2 separate
pieces. One was sealed (Fishey’s Lacquer) prior to texturing, the other was unsealed.
The coloured wax was then carefully applied, using a short bristle (cut down) toothbrush.
The wax was then buffed off until none appeared on the buffing paper, but was clearly visible in the textured surface.
Pierre commented he preferred applying wax to sealed surfaces as it was easily removed from the nontextured surface.
A very effective way of obtaining a wide range of colours for embellishment.
Thanks Pierre, a great demo at short notice

LOOK AT OUR NEW DEMONSTRATION LATHE IN ACTION!
THANKS KAIPATIKI LOCAL BOARD

WEEK 6—12 MARCH 2019
DEMONSTRATOR

DEMONSTRATOR Andrew CorstonWRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Allan Cox

Suspended Box
Andrew started with a piece of clean straight grained hardwood 110 x 70mm—he chose Ash. It was turned Cross
grain ( a chuck bite on one end and a worm chuck on the
other) so that the piece could be held at both ends for turning. Andrew made several special tools for the turning of
the bowl, which required special care and skill to turn when
in the suspended frame. Once the bowl shape was formed
a specially made arbour shaft was used to hold the bowl for
the final turning.
Andrew referred those who want more information on the
process to the woodturning article 245 of the Woodworkers
Institute magazine.
Thanks Andrew for a very daring and skillfull demonstration.

WEEK 7—19 MARCH 2019
DEMONSTRATOR

EMBELLISHMENT HANDS ON

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Trefor Roberts

Tonight was a hands on evening a chance to utilise the skills we recently have learnt and we all had a go to
use Dremels, Burners and Colouring Techniques.
Thanks to all of those who attended especially those who brought there gear to allow everyone to have a go.
Great fun was had by all

WEEK 8—26 MARCH 2019
DEMONSTRATOR

DEMONSTRATOR Bruce Wood

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Holm Miehlbradt

Bruce Wood from South Auckland demonstrated for us how to turn a
funnel. This sounds like an easy project, but the evening has shown
us that quite some thought and accuracy are required for the
execution.
Once the blank was rounded between centers and a spigot turned on
one end, Bruce hollowed the cone shaped part of the funnel. This
was done by drilling a hole to the required depth and hollowing with
a spindle gouge. He used a template to check the accuracy of his
work. The hole in the tube part of the funnel was then drilled. Finally
the inside was sanded and finished.
Supported from the tailstock with a padded cone that fits inside the
hollowed part, the outside of the funnel was then turned. This requires precise measurements so that the cone walls have a constant
thickness. Once the intended shape was achieved, the outside was
sanded and finished.
To complete the funnel the end of the tube was cut off at an angle
like a proper funnel!
Thanks Bruce for the entertaining demo and the tips shared along
the way.

WEEK 9—02 APRIL 2019
DEMONSTRATOR: Julie Gannaway

WRITE UP BY: Trefor Roberts

Julie started off her demo by talking about safety and
the use of the Visor, in regards to what force it would
protect you from. I note that she has done more work in
this area and information is on the noticeboard which
makes very interesting reading.
Her demonstration was a feast of Colour and ideas, she
showed different colouring techniques using a myriad of
products….Dyes, acrylic paints, crackle paint, guilders
paste. She explained the importance of putting the correct products together.
Her use of Dyes inspired me to go back and revisit the
dyes I had and to use them.
Thanks Julie for a great demo

Don’t Forget the Shop has for sale Salt & Pepper
Mechanisms and a host of other products.

SHOW AND TELL
A few of the turned items presented for Show and Tell this term

WEEK 10—09 APRIL 2019
END OF TERM SOCIAL EVENING

WRITE UP BY Bron Roberts

This is always a brilliant night with one of the highlights (besides the supper) to see what items have been
turned by all the members and this End of Term was no exception….The tables were crammed with all manner of embellished items. Incl Kendalls wonderful Wooden Log Chocolate cake which whilst not made of
wood, we insisted was put in the Novice Section .
It was also fantastic to see so many new faces in the Guild. The Night Class Certificates and the products
turned in the Night Classes are always very impressive. We look forward to seeing all the Certificate recipients regularly in the club. A special congrats to Catherine who has taken up the mantel and following in her
late father “Les’s” footsteps.
The End of Term always gives an excellent opportunity for us Woodturning Widows/Widowers to catch up—
that’s what makes North Shore Club so special, we all feel welcome and included. Thank you all

Paul McPhee

Adrian Steele

Trefor Roberts

Novice Section winner

Intermediate section winner

Senior section winner

WEEK 10—14 & 15 APRIL 2019
NAW NEIL TURNER DEMO & WORKSHOPS

WRITE UP BY Trefor Roberts

It was great that Dick Veitch from South Auckland and the NAW arranged
Neil Turners tour which allowed us to have him in our guild. Neil was the
consummate professional taking a slow and methodical approach that
woodturners of all levels could relate too.
During his Demonstration on Sunday, he turned for us the Thin Walled
Bowl, Sea urchin Box and the Open form. He then moved on to cover his
interpretation of embellishing each of these items. It was great to see
the process for the sea urchin box but…. having had a go in my workshop
to be truthful I am already over doing dots!
On Monday we had the workshop, where we all produced an Ogee form
bowl. We attempted (under Neils guidance) to complete his coral embellishment on the Ogee form we had created. The vibe in the guild was
great all day.
Neil seemed to have time for everyone and had the right things to say to
all levels of woodworkers present. An excellent visit so thanks to Dick
and thanks also to Terry from Timberly for providing the prize draws.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOODWORKERS NZ INC.

WEEK 10—14 & 15 APRIL 2019
NAW NEIL TURNER DEMONSTRATION & WORKSHOPS

WEEK 11

WOW what a wonderful Royal Easter Show and
many congratulations to the two winners from
North Shore Woodturning Guild. They are both
well deserved recipients:
Holm Miehlbradt won first prize in the first-time
entrant section.
Ray Scott won 1st prize in Domestic and then went
on to win the Supreme Award (The best of the
best) with his wonderful tea set.
Fantastic woodturning Guys
Thanks to all those who contributed to help make
this the successful show it is…………..long may it
continue. For all the full details of winners check
out the next NAW Creative Wood Magazine.

NEED HELP??
President
Secretary
Treasurer

Gavin Francis
Pepi Waite
Julie Gannaway

WHEN ARE WE OPEN?

09 480 1060
027 677 0557
09 445 3420

Committee

Paul McPhee, Holm Miehlbradt,
Terry Denvers, Chris Guthrey
Les Whitty, Trefor Roberts
Programme
David Dernie, Julie Gannaway
Trefor Roberts
Evening Classes Pepi Weite
Library
Kevin Hodder
Raffle
Shaun Blunden
Machinery
Terry Denvers
Webmaster
Kris Mackintosh
The following members are available to help new
members or anyone having woodturning problems:
Trefor Roberts 475 9307 David Browne 410 9071
Ian Outshoorn 443 1066 Kevin Hodder 478 8646

Monday Club

Guild open from 9.00am

Tuesday Club Night

Guild open from 6.00pm

Thursday Beginners Course

Guild open from 7.00pm

Saturdays

Guild open from 9.00am

WHAT’S HAPPENING AROUND THE COUNTRY—GO TO…...

Community Adult Training Course
TERM 3 2019
DEMONSTRATOR
PROGRAM
30 April

Contact Pepi for further information
0276 770 557

Thur 09 May Making Shavings

Trefor Roberts and
Easter Show Winners

Thur 16 May Beads & Coves

07 May

Rene Baxalle

Thur 23 May Foot Roller

14 May

Julie Gannaway

Thur 30 May Spinning Tops

21 May

Holm Miehlbradt

28 May

Kerry Snell

4 June

Shaun Blunden

11 June

Andrew Corston

18 June

Leslie Whitty

25 June

Patricia Wright

Thurs 27 June Small bowl

02 July

End of Term

Tues 02 July

MONDAY CROWD

Thur 06 June Egg Cup
Thur 13 June Tea Lights
Thur 20 June Small bowl

Social End of Term

Guild open from 9am

SATURDAY OPENINGS Guild open from 9am

WE’RE ON THE WEB WWW.WOOD.ORG.NZ

Magazine compiled by Trefor Roberts

